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RAMALLAH: Israeli soldier clash with Palestinian youth during an incursion into the West Bank city. — AFP 

RAMALLAH: The decade-long Palestinian split looks
set to deepen in the coming months, with president
Mahmud Abbas poised to take multiple measures
against Gaza to squeeze its Islamist rulers Hamas. The
moves raise concerns of more suffering for Gaza’s two
million residents, already under an Israeli blockade and
facing severe electricity shortages, while a cornered
Hamas could renew violence against Israel.

Analysts say the measures will also widen the gap
between Hamas-run Gaza and the occupied West Bank,
where Abbas’s government has limited self-rule. Hamas
and Abbas’s secular Fatah party have been at logger-
heads since the Islamists seized control of Gaza from
Abbas’s forces in a near civil war in 2007, a year after
sweepinging parliamentary elections. Hamas has since
fought three bloody wars with Israel and fears of a
fourth remain.

Multiple reconciliation attempts between the
Palestinian factions have failed but Egypt thought it had
made a breakthrough in late 2017 when the two sides
agreed to eventually share power. As part of that
agreement Hamas withdrew from border crossings

between Gaza and Egypt and Israel, allowing the Fatah-
dominated Palestinian Authority to return and the
Egyptian border to be reopened regularly. The recon-
ciliation agreement has since collapsed acrimoniously.
Yesterday, the PA announced it would withdraw from
the Egyptian border crossing, creating a dilemma for
Cairo about whether to leave it open with Hamas in
control. So far they have indicated they will. Senior offi-
cials close to Abbas say he is looking for other meas-
ures to punish Hamas.

‘Very important decisions’ 
Among these could be removing staff from the

crossings between Israel and Gaza — making it hard
for the Jewish state to allow anything into the territory
without dealing directly with Hamas, which it and many
other countries label a terrorist organization. They
could also include cutting salaries to families of Hamas
prisoners or rescinding Palestinian passports for Hamas
employees.

Abbas has also pledged to dissolve the Hamas-dom-
inated Palestinian parliament, which though it hasn’t met

since the 2007 split is still nominally the basis for new
laws. “Very important decisions against Hamas are
being discussed,” a senior official said on condition of
anonymity. It follows a series of arrests of those affiliat-
ed with Fatah in Gaza, according to Abbas allies. The
official said the PA spent around $100 million per
month in Gaza, including for electricity subsidies, and
was looking to cut back significantly. “Those that want
to rule Gaza must bear the responsibility of governing
it,” the official said.

Azzam al-Ahmad, a senior Abbas ally and negotiator
of the 2017 reconciliation agreement, told AFP “the
leadership is considering a number of measures”.

Senior Hamas official Bassem Naim said the
Islamists had seen similar threats before. “Any type of
sanctions such as electricity, preventing medicine, clos-
ing the border or cutting the salaries are intended to
blackmail residents into rising against Hamas and they
fail,” he told AFP. “This is the most that Abbas can do.”

‘Short-term thinking’ 
The Palestinians have faced stark challenges over the

past two years, with US President Donald Trump leading
what he has called the most pro-Israel administration in
the country’s history. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin
Netanyahu’s right-wing government has meanwhile con-
tinued to expand settlements in the West Bank.

Abbas’s government froze contacts with the Trump
administration after it recognized the disputed city of
Jerusalem as Israel’s capital in December 2017. The
deepening split between the two factions weakens their
ability to respond to such pressure, said Hugh Lovatt of
the European Council on Foreign Relations think-tank.

He said the PA withdrawal from the border crossings
was part of a “package of measures designed to try and
squeeze Hamas.” “It is not irreversible but it is certainly
a very negative step. This is short-term thinking tri-
umphing longer-term strategy.” Nadia Hijab, president
of the Al-Shabaka Palestinian think-tank, said the
infighting prevented a united front against Israeli poli-
cies. “Palestinians fear that this latest move will cement
the division and lead to a complete break between
Gaza and the West Bank, something Israel has been
pushing,” she said.—AFP

President Abbas plans anti-Hamas measures 
A cornered Hamas could renew violence against Israel
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PARIS: Convicted as a murderer for
bloodshed in the 1970s, former leftwing
Italian activist Cesare Battisti, who was
caught in Bolivia, has spent almost four
decades on the run, detailing his experi-
ences in a string of acclaimed thrillers.
His capture at the weekend was the lat-
est twist in a near 40-year legal and
diplomatic saga worthy of the kind of
autobiographical novel the 64-year-old
made his specialty. 

Convicted in absentia to life behind
bars by an Italian court, he has spent
years on the road, travelling from
Mexico to France and Brazil, despite
regular threats of extradition. Battisti
was convicted by an Italian court in
1993 and sentenced to life for involve-
ment in four murders in the 1970s when
he was a leftwing activist. Although he
admits being part of an armed revolu-
tionary group, he has always denied
responsibility for any deaths. But Rome

remains determined to punish one of the
last figures from Italy’s so-called Years
of Lead, a decade of violent turmoil
which began in the late 1960s and saw
dozens of deadly attacks by hardline
leftwing and rightwing groups. 

A softly spoken apologist who can
tirelessly argue in multiple languages,
Battisti was born in southern Rome on
December 18, 1954 into a Catholic fami-
ly of communists.  In the late 1970s,
after spending several brief stints in
prison for minor offenses, he joined the
Armed Proletarians for Communism
(PAC), a radical leftwing group which
staged a string of robberies and attacks. 

“Aspiring to change society with
arms is idiotic,” he said in an interview
in 2011. “But listen, at the time everyone
was packing a gun. There were guerillas
all over the world, Italy was in a pre-
revolutionary situation.” Arrested in
Milan in 1979 and sentenced for belong-
ing to an armed gang, Battisti managed
to escape from prison near Rome two
years later, fleeing first to France and
then to Mexico in 1982.

Following a pledge by France’s then
socialist president Francois Mitterand
not to extradite former Italian activists

who had turned their back on their past,
Battisti returned to France in 1990 and
began his writing career. Three years
later, a Milan court convicted him in
absentia of personally killing two Italian
police officers, participating in the mur-
der of a butcher, and planning an attack
on a jeweller who died in a shoot-out
that left his 14-year-old son in a wheel-
chair. But Battisti has denied having any
blood on his hands over the four mur-
ders, which took place in 1978 and 1979. 

Like hundreds of other Italians who
were politically active in the 1970s,
Battisti rebuilt his life in Paris, where he
stayed until 2004. Working as a care-
taker to make ends meet, he began writ-
ing thrillers, publishing more than a
dozen of them, many with a strongly
autobiographical bent focusing on the
exile and redemption of former hardline
activists. In 2004, the government of
Jacques Chirac decided to end
Mitterand’s policy and extradite Battisti
back to Italy. 

Despite the support of several high-
profile figures, including best-selling
crime novelist Fred Vargas and philoso-
pher Bernard-Henri Levy, Battisti’s legal
appeals were rejected. —AFP 

Battisti: A life
on the run

DUBAI: Iran’s foreign ministry summoned a sen-
ior Polish diplomat to protest at Poland’s jointly
hosting a global summit with the United States
focused on the Middle East, particularly Iran,
state news agency IRNA reported yesterday. US
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said on Friday
the summit — to be held in Warsaw on Feb. 13-
14 - would focus on stability and security in the
Middle East, including on the “important element
of making sure that Iran is not a destabilizing
influence”.

An Iranian foreign ministry official told
Poland’s charge d’affaires in Tehran that Iran saw
the decision to host the meeting as a “hostile act
against Iran” and warned that Tehran could
reciprocate, IRNA added. “Poland’s charge d’af-
faires provided explanations about the confer-
ence and said it was not anti-Iran,” the agency
added. The Polish foreign ministry could not be
reached for comment.

Relations between Tehran and Washington

are highly fraught following the decision in May
by President Donald Trump to withdraw from a
2015 nuclear deal between Iran and world pow-
ers and to reimpose sanctions, including on
Iran’s vital oil sector. On Friday, Iranian Foreign
Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif criticized
Poland for hosting the meeting and wrote on
Twitter: “Polish Govt can’t wash the shame: while
Iran saved Poles in WWII, it now hosts desper-
ate anti-Iran circus.”

Zarif was referring to Iran hosting more that
100,000 Polish refugees during the Second
World War. Vice President Eshaq Jahangiri said
the summit was being held because US sanctions
had failed to bring Iran to its knees. “Americans
thought pressures would break down our econo-
my. They wanted to bring our oil exports to zero
but failed... Now they’ve decided to hold an anti-
Iran conference in Europe,” the semi-official
news agency Fars quoted Jahangiri as saying.

Meanwhile, a cultural official said a planned
Polish Film Week in Iran would be cancelled if
the summit plans are not dropped. “Iranians have
hosted various nations and ethnic groups with
open arms, especially the Poles,” Hossein
Entezami, head of the Cinema Organisation of
Iran, said on Twitter. “In order to protect the
honor of Iran and Iranians, the holding of the
Polish Film Week will depend on Warsaw’s
appropriate behavior.” —Reuters

Iran protests to 
Poland over Iran
focused summit


